INTERLOCKING GENUINE STONE TILES INSTALLATION
1. Prepare for installation. Measure a final time and double check that you have
purchased enough tiles. Clean your application with soap and water before
installation. Allow to completely dry.
2. With a saw toothed trowel, apply the thin-set evenly on the desired area. Thinset should be around 1/8” thick. It is recommended to use a high quality
thin-set mortar to install. You can also use a high performance multi-purpose
mastic adhesive.
3. Lay the pebble tiles down, interlocking each tile on all sides.
4. LIGHTLY tap down the tiles.
5. To fit a tile in a space too small for a whole tile, cut the mesh which holds the
pebbles together. You can also remove individual pebbles to fill empty
spaces.
6. Once complete, allow at least 24 hours for the thin-set to dry before grouting.
7. It is recommended that the stones be sealed before and after grouting. For best
results use a good quality penetrating sealer. These types of penetrating
sealers ordinarily do not change or alter the color of the pebbles. In order to
enhance the color of the stones to a deeper matte or glossy finish, it is
suggested you use natural stone color enhancer or natural stone color and
shine enhancer prior to applying the penetrating sealer.
8. Apply a sanded grout with the grout float so that the grout is packed in all the
spaces between the pebbles.
9. Allow the grout to set up for 30 minutes, then, with a wet sponge, clean the
excess grout off the surface of the pebbles.
10.When the grout has dried, use a stiff bristled brush to remove the excess grout.
11. Continue to clean the grout residue with a clean sponge until desired pebble
exposure is reached.
12. Allow 24 hours for the grout to dry completely then apply a coat of sealer
over the grout and pebbles.
Note:
Some stones may fall off the mesh during transit, use Polyurethane glue to glue them
back if needed.
Stones are for Interior or Exterior use. This is a genuine natural product, therefore
expect variations in colors.
CLEANING:
Use a mild detergent to clean them.
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